Worm infections are widespread in low to middle income countries. Prof. Clarissa Prazeres da Costa conducts research into how these neglected tropical diseases affect the immune system. As Co-Director of the Center for Global Health at the TUM School of Medicine, she furthermore promotes interdisciplinary and international research collaborations.
Approximately 1.5 billion people around the world are infected with parasitic worms. These trematodes, cestodes and nematodes are known in technical language as helminths. They can enter the human body in food or drinking water contaminated with urine and feces, through mosquito bites or by burrowing directly through the skin. They have complex life cycles and circulate between the environment and their hosts – humans. Until about a 100 years ago, these worms were as widespread in Germany and other economically developed countries as is now only the case in countries without adequate public sewage systems and sanitation facilities. Today, however, such infections are almost unheard of in Germany. Consequently, they are now classified as a group of so-called neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) strongly associated with poverty and are the subject of comparatively little research.

These parasitic worms have developed or co-evolved with the human immune system for a long time. They occupy almost every organ in the human body, with each parasite gradually carving out its own niche, from the skin and the liver to the brain. Symptoms of infection can range from mild digestive problems or anemia to severe growth and development disorders in children. Nevertheless, as Clarissa Prazeres da Costa explains, “it is relatively rare for people to die from these infections, though they often unknowingly carry the infection their entire lives.” Prof. da Costa is Head of the “Infection and Immunity in Global Health” Working Group at the Institute for Medical Microbiology, Immunology and Hygiene (MIH) at TUM. In order to survive in their host for as long as possible, worms need to outsmart the human immune system – and precisely how they achieve this is a fascinating process that da Costa wants to understand better.
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She and her team have discovered, for instance, that helminths release molecules that actively inhibit the body's immune response. In addition, the worms induce increased release of suppressor cells, which further suppresses active responses from the immune system. This “immunomodulation” also influences how people infected with helminths react to other conditions such as allergies, other infections like hepatitis B and C, and even vaccinations, namely by weakening the body’s response in many cases. “As immunologists, we can learn a lot from our ‘old friends’ by better understanding how they manage to trick our immune system,” says da Costa.

Interestingly, experiments in animals have shown that parasitic infections during pregnancy can have an impact on the development of the immune system even in the next generation. Studies are currently underway in the sub-Saharan country of Gabon to examine whether this also occurs in humans and the extent to which parasitic infections affect women’s health in general. In fact, Prof. da Costa is driving this research forward at the TUM Center for Global Health (CGH), which she co-founded and leads with her fellow Co-Director, Andrea Winkler (Department of Neurology). “We feel obligated to pursue the UN Sustainable Development Goals, particularly the third goal of ‘ensuring healthy lives for all’.” Achieving this will require – among other measures – the elimination of neglected tropical diseases. This calls for multidisciplinary research approaches to facilitate sustainable innovation, something the CGH at TUM is seeking to promote. “We want to use the CGH to promote an exchange that spans disciplinary boundaries, especially during the COVID-19 crisis, that is impacting scientific research and scientists alike,” says da Costa.

Pandemics like the novel coronavirus present particular challenges for countries in the Global South. In total, there are only around 2,000 ventilators across 42 African countries. By way of comparison, Germany alone has a regular working stock of 23,000 and is capable of ramping this up to 30,000. African countries also lack sufficient personal protective equipment for medical staff. Da Costa hopes to counter this lack of resources with innovation. Together with Fabian Jodeit and Petra Mela from the Chair of Medical Materials and Implants and Andreas Pichlmair from the Institute of Virology, as well as a
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Collaboration with a firm called Plasmatreat, da Costa is seeking to explore potential methods of sterilizing disposable items with plasma-activated water vapor to thereby inactivate the SARS-CoV-2. This would enable the reuse of ventilators, protective masks and protective suits. “This method is cost-effective and mobile, providing the ideal preconditions for deployment in regions where infrastructure is lacking,” says da Costa, outlining the benefits.

In collaboration with Eugénia da Conceição-Heldt and Janina Steinert from the TUM School of Governance and Martin Schlegel from the Clinic for Anesthesiology, she is also working on a project to investigate the role of the WHO as a crisis manager during the COVID-19 pandemic. An example of this is the WHO’s international SOLIDARITY Trial, a drug trial in which the Klinikum rechts der Isar is also registered.

In her work, da Costa feels bound by the motto of “ensuring healthy lives for all” – both in her basic research into helminths and her commitment to promoting interdisciplinary research at the CGH.
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A complex life cycle: Parasitic worms like schistosomes enter the human body as larvae called cercariae, which are released by the intermediate host, the fresh water snails. They penetrate the intact skin and undergo several development stages in the body. Eventually, the female worms release eggs, which enter the bowel or bladder. This inflammatory process can cause typical disease symptoms. Miracidia larvae hatch from the excreted eggs. They infect the intermediate host and multiply again. The cycle is thus complete.